SATC LEADERSHIP MEETING NOTES
30 August 2010 (AIAA Space 2010)

Attending (6):
Lynn Baroff
Mark Cohen
Donna Duerk
Michael Fox
Brent Sherwood
Jackie Silva

I Report on Barcelona ICES conference (Brent Sherwood)
20 papers total presented, more than any other single topic at ICES – sessions well attended – special meetings at Valencia included:
- Space Architecture book presentation and discussion at Valencia Museum of Art
- Discussion with Archbishop at Valencia Catholic University
Suggested: TC award for Raul for organization of special meetings?

2 ICES 2011 at Portland, OR (Jackie Silva)
Jackie would like people to help her organize the SA aspects of the conference – Michael and Lynn will help, Ted will provide checklists and suggestions

3 IVAM request for Space Architecture exhibit at 2011 exhibition – Barbara and Brent prefer 2012 date because this work needs a dedicated curator and careful planning to be as well-developed as expectations – IVAM is like MOMA and significant stature – Marc will write a letter for Ted to send to IVAM asking for 2013 date, in order to raise money for the exhibit, this will be our initial negotiation point.

4 First book (Space Architecture) on sale now at conference bookstore – many copies sold already through AIAA and Amazon

5 Conrad Foundation would like individuals to be mentors for high school students, turn them toward space fields – talk to Donna about this if interested

6 CONTACT conference – moved from Ames to CSU Pomona for 2011, would like SATC professor to have students create exhibit for the conference – Michael will organize with Lynn, who is helping the CONTACT conference
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